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The experimental identification of torsional angle on a
load-carrying truck frame during static and dynamic tests
Identyfikacja eksperymentalna kąta skręcenia ustroju nośnego
pojazdu podczas testu statycznego i dynamicznego*
The underframe of a truck is one of the most loaded parts of a vehicle. It is a spatial unit and it must be strong enough to withstand
random loading within many years of maintenance. The most severe form of deformation is in torsion. So, frame side members are
often made from elements with channel sections, rigid for bending and flexible for torsion. Authors have conducted the research
of 6x6 high mobility wheeled vehicle assigned to 20-feet container. Their load-carrying structure is made from two separate underframes: longitudinal and auxiliary connected with bolted joints. The goal of the research was to check if the torsional angle of
deformation of the underframe during static and dynamic tests is within an acceptable range. The static test was carried out for the
main underframe first to assess the characteristic of torsional stiffness without the auxiliary frame. After connecting both frames
together the measure was conducted again. In the experiment the diagonal wheels were lifted up and the resulting displacement of
the ends of the frame side members was recorded. Simultaneously the strain at chosen points of the underframe was measured with
a system of turned half bridge strain gauges. After calibrating the measuring system a second part of experiment was conducted
within proving ground tests when the vehicle was fully loaded. The collected strain data at chosen points allowed for calculating
the resultant displacement of the ends of the frame side members in function of sort of road and to indicate the influence of auxiliary frame on increasing the torsional stiffness of the underframe.
Keywords: underframe of vehicle, experimental measurements, numerical modeling, vehicle testing.
Ustrój nośny pojazdu jest jednym z jego najbardziej obciążonych zespołów konstrukcyjnych. Jest to zespół o złożonej budowie
przestrzennej, który musi być wystarczająco wytrzymały by wytrzymać zmienne obciążenia przez wiele lat eksploatacji pojazdu.
Najbardziej obciążające są te obciążenia które wywołują skręcanie ustroju nośnego. Stąd ustrój nośny składa się najczęściej z
podłużnic połączonych poprzeczami co w efekcie zapewnia dużą sztywność na zginanie i podatność na skręcanie. W artykule
przedstawiono badania podwozia pojazdu kołowego wysokiej mobilności 6x6 przeznaczonego do połączenia z kontenerem 20stopowym. Ustrój nośny pojazdu składa się z ramy głównej połączonej za pomocą połączeń podatnych z ramą pośrednią. Celem
badań było sprawdzenie czy kąt skręcenia ustroju nośnego pojazdu w badaniach statycznych i dynamicznych nie wywołuje naprężeń wykraczających poza zakres dopuszczalny. Test statyczny został przeprowadzony najpierw tylko do ramy głównej w celu
wyznaczenia jej sztywności skrętnej. Następnie ramy zostały połączone i wyznaczenie sztywności zostało powtórzone. W ramach
testu koła znajdujące się w pojeździe po przekątnej zostały podniesione aż do utraty kontaktu z podłożem. Równocześnie rejestrowano przemieszczenie końców podłużnic ramy i odkształcenia w wybranych punktach, w których naklejono tensometry. Po
skalibrowaniu układu pomiarowego przeprowadzono szereg testów przebiegowych z pojazdem całkowicie obciążonym ładunkiem.
Zarejestrowane wartości odkształceń wykorzystano do wyznaczenia odkształcenia wypadkowego końców podłużnic ramy w funkcji rodzaju drogi oraz wpływu zamocowania kontenera na wypadkową sztywność skrętną ustroju pojazdu.
Słowa kluczowe: ustrój nośny pojazdu, badania eksperymentalne, modelowanie numeryczne, testy pojazdu.

1. Introduction
A loads that have an influence on a lorry during its ride are various
in general and depends on a road condition [6,8,12]. The designer has
been use the proper factor of safety that allows the structure of a vehicle to tolerate random loads if the level of loads are known in advance
[7, 14]. So the sort of road for planned rides has to be established at
the beginning of the design process. The factor of safety should be
limited to avoid oversizing the structure. In this case the permissible
sorts of road have to be limited as well. From this perspective the
quality assessment of design the underframe of high mobility lorry
was conducted [11]. The vehicle’s chassis taken into investigation was
6x6 and was designed to carry the 20-feet container (Fig. 1). The rigid
container was design to be connected with the chassis in four points

with use an quick disconnect coupling. Because of that the susceptibility of underframe to torsion was significantly limited.
The lorry was built by JELCZ-KOMPONENTY Ltd. on highmobility, heavy-weights, all-wheel-drive, 3-axle chassis version. The
vehicle is adjusted to drive on and off roads and carry a 20-feet container. The wheel base is 4400 + 1400 [mm]. The approach and departure angles are as follow: 36 and 29 [°]. The main frame of the chassis is made from two longitudinal members of a frame with channel
sections with additional pads attached to the longitudinal and seven
crossbars with open and close sections. The torsional section modulus
is Jm = 363 [cm3]. The container is a rigid spatial object, so only in
the middle part of a frame the torsional deformation in elastic range
should be accessible. To make this real the tubular crossbeams were
used (Fig. 2).

(*) Tekst artykułu w polskiej wersji językowej dostępny w elektronicznym wydaniu kwartalnika na stronie www.ein.org.pl
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Fig. 1. The general view of investigated vehicle

Fig. 2. Main chassis frame of the vehicle

Fig. 4. Principal stress value within a main frame

Fig. 5. Principal stress value within a auxiliary frame

Fig. 3. The auxiliary frame
Fig. 6. Points of location the gauges on main and auxiliary frame

Fig. 7. Strain gauge in measure point T7

Fig. 8. A view of vehicle during a measurement
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To make the part of a main frame rigid enough to join it
with the container the auxiliary frame was created which the
longitudinal members were with channel section (Fig. 3). Ends
of longitudinal members of auxiliary frame are jointed to each
other with bolts. The close-section beams have been specially
designed to achieve a nonlinear section modulus of bending.
This auxiliary frame increases the torsion section modulus by
Ja = 149 [cm3]. Those frames have been connected to each other
with use the flexible joints in the front and rigid in the rear part
of the auxiliary frame.

Table 1. The value of torsional angle of main underframe of vehicle (α – angle of twist
the front bumper of a vehicle, β - angle of twist the rear bumper of a vehicle, FL
– a front left wheel lifted 600 [mm], FR – a front right wheel lifted 600 [mm])
Nr of measure

α[deg]

β[deg]

α+β[deg]

Notice

1

-15.99

0

15,99

only FL lifted

2

1.34

18.33

16,99

only FR lifted

3

8.31

12.1

20,41

lifted LF and RR

2. Selection of measurement points
Firstly, in order to determine the measurement points of deformation of jointed frames the analysis of technical documentation was conducted. Any points were torsion or bending appears were selected. Then a shell FEM model [10, 15] of frames
with a 256000 nodes of freedom was created and analysed. As
a result of the analysis, the zones of uniform main stresses were
found [5]. An examples of stress value within a main and an
auxiliary frame were presented in figure 4 and 5 accordingly.
Finally, the measurements of deformation were conducted
at the seven points presented in figure 6. The three of them (T1,
T2, T7) were placed on the main frame and the others (T3, T4,
T5, T6) on the auxiliary frame [1, 3, 4] (Fig. 6).

Figure 9. The range of shear stress in point T1

3. Measurement’s arrangement
To measure the deformation of frames the electric resistance wire strain gauges TFpxy-5/350 and TFx-6/350 were used
[2] (Fig. 7). The resistance of them was R = 350,5 [Ω] ± 0,25
[%], with a constant ksg=2,15±0,5 [%]. As a consequence of the
use of inverted half bridge strain gauges is a decrease of their
sensitivity wCH caused by a resistance of wires. This quantity
was taken into account and a range of stress Δσi was calculated
as follow:
∆σ i = ∆ε i ⋅ E
∆ε i =

4 ⋅ ∆U i
U zm ⋅ wCH ⋅ k sg

(1)
(2)

Figure 10. The range of shear stress in point T2

where: Δεi – range of recorded strain, E – Young’s module (E =
210 [GPa]), ΔUi - range of voltage [V], Uzm - power supply voltage [V], ksg – constant of gauge, wCH – sensitivity of gauge.

4. Experimental results
The experimental measures of torsion on the underframe of
the analyzed vehicle were investigated in three steps [9, 13, 16]:
Static measures:
–– the main frame only – step 1,
–– the joined frames – step 2,
–– Dynamic measure:
–– the joined frames during a ride with a container – step 3.
As an external force in static measures a column hydraulic
elevators were used that lifted a wheel or wheels until the unlifted
wheels had a contact with a ground. During an experiment the front
part of an underframe was loaded by a cabin and a rear part was loaded by a mass of a lifted axles, suspension and wheels (Fig. 8).

4.1. Static measurements of main underframe
Within a static measures of stress caused by a torsional deflection
of underframe wheels of front and rear wheels were lifted up to a
height of 600 [mm]. The algorithm of measure was as follows:

Figure 11. The range of torsional stress in point T7

–– front left wheel was lifting up to a 600 [mm],
–– the middle right wheel was lifting up to 600 [mm] when a front
left wheel was lifted,
–– rear right wheel was lifting up to 600 [mm] when a front and a
middle wheel were lifted,
–– finally all wheels were lowered to the start position.
Then the measure started from lifting a front rear wheel according
to the algorithm described above. The main goal of experiment was to
determine the maximum angle of torsion of the main underframe without an auxiliary frame. Results of the tests are presented in table 1.
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Table 2. The list of maximum sheer stress in chosen points of twisted jointed
frames
Nr of measure

Point T1
τ[MPa]

Point T2
τ[MPa]

Point T7
τ[MPa]

1

38

−22

−85

2

43

−39

−111

3

53

−42

−118

The range of a shear stress recorded in point T1, T2 and torsional
stress in point T7 (measure nr 3) is presented in Fig. 9-11.
Maximum value of twist angle of main underframe was 20,4
[deg], and a maximum sheer stress in points T1, T2 and T7 was as
follow: 83, −42 and 118 [MPa]. The list of recorded values of stress
was presented in table 2.
The calculated twist susceptibility of a jointed frames between
front bumper and the last rear crossbar was 2,1 [deg/m].

Fig. 13. The changes of shear stress in point T1 when frames were maximally
twisted

4.2. Static measurements of jointed main and auxiliary
frames
The next part of experiment was to measure the stress caused by
a torsional deflection of the jointed main and auxiliary frame in eight
points placed in the front, middle and rear part of jointed frames. The
positions of gauges are presented in figure 12. Points A and B were
placed on the front metal bumper, C, D, G and H were placed on the
rear container beam and E and F were placed on the front container
beam. The algorithm of measure was described in paragraph 4.1. The
vehicle was unloaded. Results of tests are presented in table 3.
The total maximum twist angle was decreased by 37% in comparison to the case described in point 4.1 because of the auxiliary frame that
was twisted of max. 6,8 [deg]. The twist angle between front bumper
and front container beam was max. 5,4 [deg]. The main frame was
twisted in maximum range near the front container beam. That was
caused because the engine rigid for twisting is jointed to the frame in

Fig. 14. The changes of shear stress in point T2 when frames were maximally
twisted

Fig. 15. The changes of shear stress in point T4 when frames were maximally
twisted

the front part of it. The maximum twist angle of auxiliary frame was 9,4 [deg] when only one front wheel
is lifted. The front container beam was loaded not only
by bending, but also by torsion. So, the joint of frames
should be rigid at the end of frames and susceptible in
γ− δ
the middle zone (connection between front container
[deg]
beam and main frame).
−9.4
LF↑
The stress changes caused by twisting crossbar
are presented in figures 13÷16.
−5.7
RR↑
The maximum values of stress in chosen points
LF↑
−6.8
are
presented
in table 4.
–RR↑
Recorded value of stress at points T1 and T2 was
higher by about 50 [%] then when only the main frame
was twisted. In point T7 the value of stress was smaller by about 35
[%]. This is the reinforcement effect of auxiliary frame. The twist
susceptibility of jointed frames between the front and rear container

Table 3. The value of torsional angle of jointed main and auxiliary underframe of vehicle (α – angle
of twist the front bumper of a vehicle, β – angle of twist the rear bumper of a vehicle, γ –
angle of twist the front container beam, δ – angle of twist the rear container beam, FL – a
front left wheel lifted 600 [mm], FR – a front right wheel lifted 600 [mm])
Nr

α
[deg]

β
[deg]

γ
[deg]

δ
[deg]

α− β
[deg]

1

−13.2

−0.9

−8

1.4

−12.3

2

4.7

15

−8.8

14.5

−10.3

3

−3.6

9.3

1.8

8.6

−12.9

Fig. 12. Points of measurement the twist angle
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Fig. 16. The changes of torsional stress in point T7 when frames were maximally twisted
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Table 4. Examples of stress value in chosen points when frames were maximally twisted
Nr of measurement

Point T1
τ[MPa]

Point T2
τ[MPa

Point T4
τ[MPa

Point T7
τ[MPa

1

59

−56

5

−81

2

59

−61

4

−65

3

67

−69

6

−86
Fig. 21. Value of τ in point T3

Fig. 17. An example of speed variability in off-road test

Fig. 22. Value of τ in point T4

Fig. 23. Value of τ in point T5
Fig. 18. The outcome value of vertical acceleration of container

Fig. 24. Value of τ in point T6
Fig. 19. Value of τ in point T1

Fig. 25. Value of τ in point T7
Fig. 20. Value of τ in point T2

beam was 1,3 [deg/m]. The total twist susceptibility of the jointed
frames between front and rear bumper was 3,8 [deg/m].

4.3. Dynamic measurements of jointed main and auxiliary
frames
Measurements of acceleration during the off-road ride with the
vehicle at eleven points were conducted. The vehicle in the first part
of dynamic test was without container and in the second part was
with 20-feet container fully loaded. The total mass of container was
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Table 5. En example of maximum, minimum and the range of sheer stress
value during off-road ride
Measurement point

τmin
[MPa]

τmax
[MPa]

Δτ
[MPa]

T1

−47

53

100

T2

−35

58

93

T3

−29

37

66

T4

−43

27

70

T5

−10

13

23

T6

−12

16

28

T7

−18

24

42

8.72Mg. The rigid container was connected to the chassis at four
points by quick disconnect couplings. The stresses at chosen points of
frames pointed in paragraph 3 were conducted as well as acceleration
in eleven points of the vehicle in three dimensions.
In off-road condition the accelerations were measured when the
vehicle was moving at an average speed of 16 [km/h]. An example of
speed variability was presented in figure 17.
The outcome value of vertical acceleration recorded in four upper
corner of container was up to 11,3 [m/s2] and side acceleration was

up to 4,8 [m/s2]. An example of vertical accelerations was presented
in figure 18.
An examples of stress value in chosen points of jointed frames
were presented in figures 19 ÷ 25. The list of recorded sheer stress
value for off-road ride is presented in table 5.
The range of twist angle of the auxiliary frame was very small
because the container helps make the frame rigid. So, the connections
between the main and auxiliary frame are prone to lengthening in the
elastic range of deformation and this must be taken into account.

5. Conclusions
As pointed out above the range of twist angle of jointed frames
depends on the stiffness of a body. The total twist angle of the main
frame was 20,4 [deg] and was twice larger than the twist angle of
jointed frames. This information is crucial because the vehicle is a
high mobility class and in this case the jointed frames should be rather
flexible than rigid [6,8]. So, if the twist stiffness of jointed frames
between the front and rear container beam is quite high, the value of
sheer stress in the front part of jointed frames is getting higher. That
was confirmed in the tests and a necessary change of joining the two
frames had to be done.
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